Huawei is a leading global provider of information and communications technology (ICT)
infrastructure and smart devices. We look for people who share our vision: to enrich live with
communication.
We are a leading supplier of next generation telecom networks and currently serve 37 of the world`s
top 50 operators. Our people are committed to providing innovative products, services and
solutions, and understand it as their mission to create long-term value and growth potential for our
clients.

Junior Network Engineer
(Warsaw)
We are looking for talented students and graduates engineers who want to develop their career in
the telecommunication area!
Currently we have vacancies in our Carrier Business Unit in the following fields:



Wireless Products Line
Network Products Line

This is the unique opportunity to join our experienced team in Warsaw and start your career at global
telecommunication leader. We are offering a challenging position and the opportunity to grow with
us!
Responsibilities:





Working as a reliable delivery team member responsible for installation, commissioning and
integration of telecommunications equipment.
Performing network configuration of telecommunications devices.
Performing pre-sale verification and acceptance tests of the equipment.
Diagnostics and troubleshooting of technical problems on the network.




Migrating services in a functioning telecommunications network.
Network design using the latest technologies based on Huawei products.

Our Requirements:









At least bachelor degree in Telecommunication, Electronics, Computer Science,
Mathematics or related disciplines - fresh graduates or last year students are welcome.
Basic knowledge of telecommunications networks area or first engineering
experience/internship will be an asset.
Availability to work full-time.
Good communication in English (both spoken and written).
Willingness to learn and develop new skills and ideas.
Professional approach to work, strong sense of responsibility.
Positive, helpful attitude and ability to work with others.
Ability to work in a diversified, cross culture organization.

We Offer:












Attractive salary
Employment contract
Bonus system
MultiSport card
Private medical care
Office location near Galeria Mokotów
Employment at global telecommunication leader
Challenging job in international structures
Participating in the newest telecommunication technology projects
Career development
Multilanguage environment

How to apply?
If you are interested in working for one of the leading multinational telecommunication companies,
please send your details CV in English directly to below link:
https://system.erecruiter.pl/FormTemplates/RecruitmentForm.aspx?WebID=3291a262dce2486a93b
88d38364fa3b0
We kindly ask you to include in the Curriculum Vitae the following passage: ” I hereby agree for my
personal data, included in my job application, to be processed in line with the needs of recruitment,
in accordance with the Law on Personal Data Protection of 29 August 1997(Law Gazette from 2002,
No.101, heading 926, as amended.)”
If you are applying Huawei position, please click here to see Huawei GDPR privacy statement for
candidate: http://career.huawei.com/reccampportal/portal/hrd/ceen_rec_all.html

